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V C 2012 American Institute of Physics 22, 033143-1 CHAOS 22, 033143 (2012) novel desynchronization phenomenon that can only appear in mixed-interaction networks and may have important functional consequences for the dynamics of cortical neuron networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synchrony of dynamical units coupled by complex interaction topologies is of large relevance in many areas as diverse as physics, 1,2 biology, 3 chemistry, or mobile communication 4 and power grid dynamics. One type of system that has particular importance in the modeling of neuronal networks is that of pulse-coupled oscillator networks. 3, 5, 6 The simplest conceivable type of synchrony in such systems is global synchrony, i.e., a network state in which all oscillators emit a pulse in perfect unison. In the past, a lot of effort was put into solving the problem of when this synchronous state is stable to perturbations and, given there is local stability, how large such a perturbation can be before synchrony breaks down. 3, [7] [8] [9] Moreover, the crucial role of network topology on the quality and speed of synchronization has been demonstrated. 5, [10] [11] [12] Rigorous mathematical analysis of asymptotic stability is often limited to networks of oscillators that are coupled by either purely inhibitory (phase retarding) or excitatory (phase advancing, pulse coupling), where it depends on the properties of the potential function Uð/Þ that describes the dynamics of the oscillator whether synchrony is stable or not. 9, 13 Here, we analyze networks of leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) oscillators of mixed interaction structure, a setting with special relevance in computational neuroscience. 14, 15 In particular, each oscillator shall either have only an inhibitory effect on all its target oscillators, or an excitatory effect, but never both. In neuroscience, this is known as Dale's principle. 14 In such mixedinteraction networks, the assessment of synchrony is much more complicated, because the eigenvalues of the linear stability operator S can be both larger and smaller than unity, while in networks with only one type of interactions, all eigenvalues are either 1 (the necessary condition for local stability) or ! 1. 9 In this paper, we show how the resulting constraints on the eigenvalue spectra of mixed-interaction networks (in the following also called EI i.e. excitatory-inhibitory networks) yield conditions on the type of network structure and weight distributions that allow for locally stable synchrony. The overall coupling strength J and the relative coupling strength between inhibition and excitation g turn out to be the decisive factors in this. In particular, there is a critical J c above which EI networks are always unstable to any finite perturbation, while below J c networks can be stable to pulse-time perturbations smaller than the pulse transmission delay, given the eigenvalues of S are smaller than or equal to unity. In the following, we compare random topologies and ring topologies, analyze resynchronization time constants, and finally discuss the effect of neglecting Dale's principle.
II. OSCILLATOR MODEL AND PHASE REPRESENTATION
The subthreshold dynamics of the membrane voltage V i ðtÞ of a LIF oscillator i is governed by
where s m is the membrane time constant, R is the membrane resistance, I is an external direct current, a ij is the coupling strength in mV of the synapse from oscillator j to i, j 6 ¼ i; i; j 2 f1; …; Ng; s j ðtÞ is the pulse train emitted by oscillator j over time, and d is a fixed pulse transmission delay. Whenever the potential V i of oscillator i hits a threshold potential value H at time t, it instantaneously emits a pulse and is reset to the reset potential V i ðt þ Þ ¼ V r < H. Note that here we only consider cases where individual input pulses have amplitude a ij < ðH À V r Þ, such that a single pulse cannot cause the oscillator to emit a pulse. Moreover, without loss of generality, we set V r 0. If the constant external input RI is superthreshold, the dynamics of the isolated oscillator (8 i;j2f1;…;Ng a ij ¼ 0) is solved by
and each neuron oscillates with a fixed period given by
Equation (2) 
It can be shown analytically that in strongly connected networks of pulse-coupled identical LIF oscillators with potential function U, such that U 0 > 0 and U 00 < 0 and homogeneous delay d, global synchrony is asymptotically stable if 8 i;j2f1;…;Ng a ij 0 and 8 i a i :¼ P j a ij ¼ a, while it is unstable if 8 i;j2f1;…;Ng a ij ! 0. 9 In the globally synchronous state, all phases are identical and return to the same value after the global period
i.e., 8 i / i ðtÞ ¼ / i ðt þ TÞ. A uniform perturbation of the phases (perturbed phases denoted by p )
i Þðt 0 Þj < c and delivered at some /ðt 0 Þ > d=T 0 and <ð1 À cÞ will break synchrony by advancing some oscillators, while delaying others. The rank order of this perturbation will in general determine the stroboscopic time-T map that describes the temporal evolution of the phaseperturbations and thus also the operator S describing its linearized dynamics, such that dðTÞ¼ : S dð0Þ. Given a particular imposed rank order, the elements of S are given by
with Pre½i denoting the presynaptic input set of oscillator i and
Hence, S ij are, in general, a nonlinear function of the sums P n m¼1 a ij , however for the LIF
independent of the particular perturbation rank order. 9, 16 Thus, the stability operator S is just a rescaled version of the coupling matrix A.
III. STABILITY OF SYNCHRONY IN RANDOM EI-NETWORKS
We will first consider random networks of N LIF oscillators with d-current-pulse coupling, as described in Sec. II, where the networks contain N E ¼ bN; b 2 ð0; 1Þ excitatory and N I ¼ N À N E inhibitory oscillators. 17 For simplicity, each oscillator receives exactly K E synapses of strength a exc ¼ J from K E ¼ pN E ; p 2 ½0; 1, randomly chosen excitatory oscillators, and K I synapses of strength a inh ¼ ÀgJ from K I ¼ pN I randomly chosen inhibitory oscillators, where we exclude self-couplings. The coupling matrices A are thus constrained random matrix realizations such that a ij ¼ fÀgJ; 0g if j inhibitory and a ij 2 f0; Jg if j excitatory, and for all i : P j2inh a ij ¼ ÀgpNJð1 À bÞ and P j2exc a ij ¼ pNJb, where "exc" and "inh" denote the excitatory and inhibitory subpopulation, respectively. The results, however, also hold for more general weight distributions, as long as the row normalization condition is fulfilled. 16 Note that the constraints of strict columnwise negativity or positivity (the output of each oscillator is either completely inhibitory or completely excitatory, a biological fact also known as Dale's principle), induce correlations between matrix elements that lead to an inhomogeneous distribution of eigenvalues in the complex plane. 18 Due to Eq. (7), the stability matrix S inherits these properties of A. At g ¼ b=ð1 À bÞ, the dynamical system undergoes a saddlenode bifurcation and is in a fully regular high firing rate state, 17 with rates only limited by, e.g., a refractory period for g < b=ð1 À bÞ.
Here, we are interested in collective synchrony in the inhibition-dominated regime with g > b=ð1 À bÞ where the system is bistable and can exhibit both global synchrony as well as asynchronous-irregular activity. We assume identical oscillators and thus all have the same suprathreshold driving current I, firing threshold H, resistance R, membrane time constant s m , and all pulses shall have the same transmission delay d. Moreover, we neglect refractoriness. Then, if all oscillators are prepared to have the same initial conditions, they will reach H at the same time and stay globally synchronized with a period of
(4) and (5).
A. Random EI-networks: Weak coupling regime Because we consider random networks A, and S inherits the properties of A, random matrix theory (RMT) can be applied to estimate the eigenvalue of S with the second largest eigenvalue jk 2 j ¼ max i ½k i : jk i j < 1-which determines a necessary condition for simple stability of the system 9 -by a generalized circle law, 18 yielding jk 2 j ¼ S 0 þ r RMT . r RMT denotes the bulk spectral radius that is derived in the following, cf. Eq. (9) and Fig. 4 . jk 2 j is moreover directly related to the resynchronization constant s sync / À1=Log½jk 2 j since for the asymptotic dynamics n ! 1 of the phase spread Each iteration n is in terms of the perturbed period T i ðnÞ of one arbitrary reference oscillator i.
S is a sparse random matrix with one eigenvalue k 1 equal to one ( P N j¼1 S ij ¼ 1 for all i 2 f1; ::; Ng) and all other eigenvalues distributed across the complex plane cf. Fig. 1 . For large N, the eigenvalues of S are bound to a disc with center S 0 and radius r RMT , 10,18 cf. Fig. 1(a) ,
with S e ¼ J aÀRIe Àd=sm < 0 and S i ¼ ÀgJ aÀRIe Àd=sm > 0. The prediction of r RMT however only becomes exact for N ! 1, 18 and single eigenvalues of small matrices can lie well beyond the circle law and typically show a far from homogeneous distribution in the complex plane, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , while for larger N, the RMT estimate becomes much better, cf. Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1 moreover demonstrates the stabilizing effect of network size in mixed random networks, given a certain g and p.
If N is sufficiently large, knowing r RMT then allows to discuss the necessary condition for stability of the synchronized state in terms of network parameters. Thus, in order to be stable, networks need to fulfill
Note, that this condition does neither depend on the absolute coupling strength J nor on oscillator or synapse parameters such as I, s m , or d. One can then, e.g., calculate the expected critical value for the relative inhibitory strength parameter g crit as a function of N; p; b to fulfill the necessary condition for simple stability 
For N ! 1 or p ! 1, we have g crit ! b=ð1 À bÞ (cf. Fig. 2 ). For small N, there might not be a physically meaningful solution at all, however in praxis small networks can be stable due to the very sparse eigenvalue spectra that do not sample the circle law predicted by RMT and hence can have absolute value well below 1. From the 10 000 matrix realizations whose eigenvalues are depicted in Fig. 1(b) , only about 4% have at least one eigenvalue larger than one. For the synchronous state for N ¼ 1000; b ¼ 0:8, and p ¼ 0.1, Eq. (11) needs at least a g > g crit % 5:18 to allow for locally stable synchrony, cf. Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(b) shows exemplarily three eigenvalue spectra corresponding to three different values of g for one stability matrix realization each, such that g ¼ g crit (red), g < g crit (purple), and g > g crit (blue), while Fig. 3(a) shows the dynamics of the maximal phase spreads DðnÞ for different g values. Fig. 4(a) shows an example of the RMT predicition of s sync , which is the inverse of the slope of the logarithm of DðnÞ, versus simulation results for a network of size N ¼ 1000. The RMT-prediction slightly overestimates both the s sync estimated from jk 2 j of actual coupling matrix instantiations, as well as the one estimated from the dynamical system, what is due to the discussed finite-size effects. 
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Birgit Kriener Chaos 22, 033143 (2012) demonstrates that, just like in purely inhibitory networks, also in weakly coupled EI system with g > g crit maximal perturbation size in phase spread D is limited approximately by the delay of the sytem (cf. Ref. 19 for a more detailed analysis).
B. Random EI networks: Strong coupling regime
In Sec. III A, we found that the linear stability of a random EI network does not depend on the coupling strength J. This, however, is only valid for small J. If J gets larger, at one point, the network can become unstable even though all eigenvalues 6 ¼ 1 of S are smaller than one, cf. Fig. 5 . This is going to be the case, once a perturbation can have the form such that at least one oscillator receives all its excitatory inputs first, and this input is strong enough to push that oscillator to threshold, i.e., for a critical weight,
Moreover, if an oscillator receives most of its excitatory input first and emits a pulse, it will afterwards receive the massive barrage of the remaining inhibitory inputs, increasing an existing phase difference even more. Hence, the usually stabilizing effect of inhibition can act destabilizing once such an event occurs. Note that there is no direct dependence on the size of the perturbation, but rather on the perturbation rank order. Since a perturbation can change rank order over iterations, such a destabilizing configuration may occur at all times and even the tiniest perturbation can kick oscillators above threshold.
A slightly more practical estimation of actual stability can be obtained by making four reasonable assumptions: First, we assume that the pulse delivery takes place within the time given by the perturbation window Dð0Þ, meaning that arriving pulses do not increase the delivery time beyond Dð0Þ, i.e., j/ðt received; last Þ À /ðt received; first Þj Dð0Þ. Given the synchronous mode is stable, this is to be expected. Second, we assume that within this delivery time, oscillator phases stay approximately constant between incoming pulses, which also is reasonable, since the phase motion towards threshold due to only the driving current I is 
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Birgit Kriener Chaos 22, 033143 (2012) negligible for short time intervals, cf. Fig. 6(a) . Third, even though the results hold for more general weight or degree distributions, as long as the condition 8 i P j a ij ¼ a is fulfilled, we choose all oscillators to receive exactly K ¼ K E þ K I synapses from the network oscillators, and that all K E excitatory inputs have the same strength J, and all K I inhibitory have strength ÀgJ. Since the system shall be in a near synchronous orbit, each oscillator thus receives K pulses during one period. Finally, we assume that upon reception of an excitatory pulse of weight J or inhibitory pulse of weight ÀgJ, the phase of an oscillator is advanced or delayed by J ef f :¼ H J ð5d=4T 0 Þ, or g ef f J ef f :¼ H ÀgJ ð5d=4T 0 Þ, respectively, independent of its current phase (note that here we assumed a Dð0Þ ¼ d=2T 0 ).
With these assumptions, we can consider pulse reception on a temporal grid of K slices, and count all possible paths the phase of an oscillator can take during pulse reception with corresponding probabilities, see Figs. 7 and 6(b). The mean lðiÞ and variance r 2 ðiÞ as a function of pulse reception events i 2 f1; …; Kg can then easily be computed 
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where x(i) is the vector of possible grid coordinates the oscillator phases can assume at event time i and p(x(i)) is the associated probability mass function, cf. Fig. 7 . For example, after the first iteration, we expect a fraction K E =K of the oscillator phases to be increased by an excitatory input J ef f and K I =K to be decreased by g ef f J ef f . Hence, if we assume that the starting coordinate is x 0 ¼ 0, the coordinate vector at i ¼ 1 is xð1Þ ¼ ðJ ef f ; Àg ef f J ef f Þ > with probabilites pðxð1Þ 1 Þ ¼ K E =K;
In the next iteration, xð2Þ ¼ ð2J ef f ; J ef f À g ef f J ef f ; À2g ef f J ef f Þ > with probabilites pðxð2Þ 1 Þ ¼ K E ðK E À 1Þ=KðK À 1Þ; pðxð2Þ 2 Þ ¼ 2K E K I =KðK À 1Þ; pðxð2Þ 3 Þ ¼ K I ðK I À 1Þ=KðK À 1Þ, and so forth. Due to the symmetry of the system, the maximum of the variance will be reached after K/2 steps. For simplicity, we assume that this point is the most critical in terms of any oscillator reaching threshold before all pulses are delivered, although this point might be earlier due to the in general negative slope of lðiÞ (jD/=2j ( jJ ef f ðK E À g ef f ÞK I j and g ef f > K E =K I ). It turns out that the five-fold standard deviation rðK=2Þ is a good indicator of where the critical coupling strength lies that when exceeded will lead to all networks becoming most certainly unstable in the large-N limit. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 ; Fig. 8(a) shows the predicted critical coupling strengths J c (cf. 12) and J 0 c as a function of network size; while in Fig. 8(b) , the fraction of 10 networks that were still resynchronized after 500 iterations is shown as a function of J for different network sizes, respectively. The J 
IV. STABILITY OF SYNCHRONY IN RING EI NETWORKS
We consider ring networks such that each oscillator is coupled to its j ¼ pN nearest neighbors, j=2 neighbors on each side, but not to itself, such that the coupling matrix is given by a ij ¼ ÀgJ if j mod 5 6 ¼ 0 and ji À jj mod N j=2 ÀgJ if j mod 5 ¼ 0 and ji À jj mod N j=2 Àg0 if j ¼ i:
Note that we demand that N mod j=2 ¼ 0 and j mod 5 ¼ 0. Thus, every fifth oscillator on the ring is inhibitory (cf. Fig. 9(a) ) and all oscillators receive the same amount of K E excitatory and K I inhibtory inputs, implying that the mean input composition a is the same as in the previously discussed random networks. For this periodic layout, the eigensystem can be computed analytically by taking into account that the coupling matrix is invariant to index shifts by five, cf. Fig. 9(b) . If we call the operator that performs that index shift Steps
Transition probabilities of the constrained random walk: The reduced model of Fig. 6(b) that incorporated the four assumptions outlined in the text for K ¼ 12, K E ¼ 8, and K I ¼ 4. With every event step, the oscillator will receive either an excitatory or inhibitory pulse. The probabilities for these two events depend on how many of each kind the oscillator already received. In the first step, it can receive K E excitatory and K I inhibitory. In the second step, it will either get another excitatory pulse with probability ðK E À 1Þ=ðK À 1Þ or an inhibitory with probability ðK I À 1Þ=ðK À 1Þ, yielding the expected probability mass densities for the three possibilities for the oscillator phase to be in as indicated in the figure. In this way, the probability mass function as a function of interaction event number can be computed analytically.
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T 5 , it thus holds ½T 5 ; A ¼ ½A; T 5 ¼ ½T 5 ; S ¼ ½S; T 5 ¼ 0 and both matrices can be diagonalized in the same eigenbasis. 20 Due to the symmetry of the system, the problem is effectively five-dimensional and each eigenvalue lies in one of five bands, which define the dispersion relation, i.e., the absolute value of eigenvalues as a function of wavenumber a, cf. Fig. 10 .
A. Ring EI networks: Weak coupling regime
For small J, there is the same bistability between global synchrony and asynchronous spiking 19, 21 as found in balanced random networks. Again, for perturbations of the synchronous mode that are smaller than the delay, the network resynchronizes if the ratio between the strength of inhibition and excitation g > g crit . Here, g crit is once more only dependent on N; b, and p ¼ j=N and determined by the g-value at which the largest eigenvalue of S switches from a nonzero wavenumber (i.e., a modulated pattern v c with a > 0 bumbs) to a ¼ 0 (translation invariant flat) that contains the eigenvalue k 1 1 with eigenvector ð1; …; 1Þ > , cf. For larger weights J, however there is not only the already discussed principal instability of the synchronous activity mode to basically any perturbation but the rate distribution can become spatially structured. 20 This is the case when any eigenvalue of the coupling matrix A(J) (cf. Eq. (14)) has absolute value jkðAðJÞÞ c j > H. The spatial pattern that is assumed then is given by the eigenvector vðAðJÞÞ c that corresponds to kðAðJÞÞ c . For all other parameters fixed, the weightJ, such that jkðAðJÞÞ c j > H is usually larger than J c as defined in Eq. (12), meaning that the tiniest pulse reception time perturbation will make the vector of firing rate become proportional to vðAðJÞÞ c , cf. Fig. 11 .
V. EFFECT OF WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION: DALE'S PRINCIPLE LEADS TO FASTER RESYNCHRONIZATION
In cortex, mature neurons group into (at least) two functionally distinct groups, i.e., excitatory and inhibitory neurons, meaning that excitatory neurons can only shift the phase of all its postsynaptic targets towards pulse emission threshold, while inhibitory ones can only shift it away from threshold (Dale's principle). If only the mean input composition a of an oscillator would matter, one could conceive just as well networks of oscillators that can be both excitatory and inhibitory at the same time. We will call such oscillators "hybrid" oscillators. If we have identical network structures as before, however allow for a fraction b of outgoing synapses of each oscillator to be excitatory, while ð1 À bÞ shall be inhibitory, the resulting expected RMT predicition for the second largest eigenvalue of such a hybrid oscillator network
For random EI networks, we find that (where the expressions are defined, g > g H crit and J < J c ) r H RMT ! r RMT and thus Dale-conform random networks synchronize faster than their hybrid counterparts, whereas if we keep the mean input a constant, but use purely inhibitory oscillators (i., e. weights are 8 i;j W ij ¼ fa=pN; 0g), synchronization becomes even faster, see Fig. 12 .
In analogy to condition 10, we obtain 
and see that g The strong coupling regime J > J c does mainly depend on the input composition, which is identical in all considered cases and thus if the network is Dale-conform or not has no impact on the respective value of J c .
VI. DISCUSSION
Here, we analyzed and discussed globally synchronous spiking in networks of pulse-coupled excitatory and inhibitory leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) oscillators. It was previously shown that synchrony is asymptotically stable in purely inhibitory strongly connected LIF oscillator networks, while it is unstable in networks of excitatory LIF oscillators. 9 The mixed case considered here is inherently different in that no rigorous mathematical answer to the question of stability can be given: EI-networks are non-normal and even if all eigenvalues of S are smaller than or equal to unity, perturbations can transiently grow, 9, 22 as can also be seen e. g. in Fig. 3(e) . Still, we found that for small absolute coupling strength J and large network size N, the stability prediction via inspection of the eigenvalues of S generally leads to the right assessment of stability.
A. Stability of the synchronous mode for weak coupling
As long as J < J c as defined by Eq. (12), the considered networks appear to be stable to small pulse emission time perturbations <d, and the criterion whether synchrony is stable depends solely on network parameters, i.e., network size N, connection density p, and the fraction of excitatory oscillators b. Functionally this means that changing the relative gain g of excitation vs. inhibition is a means to make a network either resynchronizable or not. If oscillators do not comply with Dale's principle and can be both excitatory and inhibitory at the same time, the critical g-value g H crit is always larger than g crit . That means that Dale-conform networks can afford less local inhibition and still sustain stable synchrony. FIG. 10 . Eigenvalues of the stability matrix of the EI ring network as a function of wavenumber: The dispersion relations, i.e., the eigenvalues as a function of wavenumber a of the stability matrix S derived for ring networks defined by Eq. (14) . For smaller gտ4 but g < g crit , cf. (a), the largest eigenvalue has wavenumber a ¼ a c >6 ¼ 0; while for g > g crit , the largest eigenvalue is unity and corresponds to wavenumber a ¼ 0, cf. (c). When g ¼ g crit , the eigenvalue unity has multiplicity three, cf. (b). As previously shown for inhibitory networks, 10, 16 it can be shown that also in EI networks, it holds that s sync À ! N!1 0, if the number of connections K between oscillators scales with network size N, while it goes to a finite value, if K is kept fixed (see Refs. 10 and 16 for the argument). If we compare these two EI-network setups to the case of purely inhibitory couplings, such that 8 ij W ij 2 fa=pN; 0g and the mean input is the same as in the EI-networks, we find that these network synchronize fastest, however lack the tuning capability of synchronizability via g. On the opposite end of the random network topology are regular ring networks. We compared random networks with a fraction of b ¼ 0:8 excitatory oscillators to rings where each fifth oscillator was inhibitory and each oscillator is coupled to its j ¼ pN nearest neighbors. The eigenvalues can then be computed analytically. We find that the critical g value g ring crit is always smaller than for random networks, implying that the system can afford less inhibition and still enable resynchronization. s ring sync for the same parameters can be quite larger or smaller in ring topology networks as was demonstrated in Fig. 12 .
B. Stability of the synchronous mode for strong coupling
If J is increased at one point, EI networks will become inherently unstable to perturbations of any finite size, because then the situation can arise that all excitatory input oscillators of any given oscillator fire first and can thus push the oscillator over threshold before all pulses in the system are delivered. This critical weight is given by J c in Eq. (12) . For weights JտJ c , this scenario rarely happens, and even if networks often still resynchronize due to the stabilizing effect of the dominant inhibition. The larger J becomes, however, the more likely it is that a random input fluctuation will drive the oscillator to threshold prematurely. For practical stability, it is thus the size of the fluctuations of the oscillator potential during the period of pulse reception that matters. As a quantitative criterion for this practical stability, the mean together with the variance of phases during pulse reception can be used and we found that networks appear to be practically stable as long as the peak mean plus five-fold standard deviation is smaller than the distance to threshold. We call this second critical weight that corresponds to this critical point J 0 c and presented how to compute it in Sec. III B. This moreover does not much depend on the underlying EI-weight distribution or topology, since the input composition is identical and pulse reception times are highly correlated anyway. Note however that for purely inhibitory networks, there is no upper J c , since these networks are always stable 9 to small perturbations and larger J simply leads to increased speed of resynchronization. 10 In theoretical neuroscience, the random network and neuron parameter setup studied here is often considered a minimal model for local cortical networks and referred to as balanced random network. 17, 23 The main interest there is that these type of networks can produce asynchronous irregular dynamics, which is akin to observed spontaneous spiking in awake behaving animals. In this context, the results presented here can help to determine parameters for which the network is particularly unlikely to fall into periods of global synchrony, which can correspond to an epileptic network state, for example, by keeping values for the relative inhibition g below its critical value, i.e., close to exact balance, with not too strong inhibition.
The presented analysis can be extended to more complicated network structures such as small-world networks, i.e., structures characterized by dense local connectivity with sparse longrange projections, a structural correlate that is observed in many real world networks, including the brain. 24, 25 A recent paper 12 presented a mean-field approach to analytically compute the full eigenvalue spectrum of mono-interaction Watts-and-Strogatz small-world networks. 26 This can be extended to mixed-interaction smallworld networks by taking into account the constraints due to Dale's principle, 20 in order to analyze the effect of dense local connectivity with a certain fraction of longrange connectivity on the stability of sychnrony. Since these networks interpolate between ring and random topology, their stability properties lie between those limit cases.
Another topic of neuroscientific interest from the coding point of view is the question of which networks can stably produce certain spike patterns, 19, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] however in systems with transmission delays analysis was so far limited to networks without mixed interaction structure. The study of such patterns in mixed-interaction networks with delays presents thus an important extension of the current analysis.
